Classical deformable registration techniques achieve impressive results and offer a rigorous theoretical treatment, but are computationally intensive since they solve an optimization problem for each image pair. Recently, learning-based methods have facilitated fast registration by learning spatial deformation functions. However, these approaches use restricted deformation models, require supervised labels, or do not guarantee a diffeomorphic (topology-preserving) registration. Furthermore, learning-based registration tools have not been derived from a probabilistic framework that can offer uncertainty estimates. In this paper, we build a connection between classical and learning-based methods. We present a probabilistic generative model and derive an unsupervised learning-based inference algorithm that uses insights from classical registration methods and makes use of recent developments in convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We demonstrate our method on a 3D brain registration task for both images and anatomical surfaces, and provide extensive empirical analyses of the algorithm. Our principled approach results in state of the art accuracy and very fast runtimes, while providing diffeomorphic guarantees. Our implementation is available online at http://voxelmorph.csail. mit.edu.
Introduction
Deformable registration computes a dense correspondence between two images, and is fundamental to many medical image analysis tasks. Classical registration techniques have been rigorously developed and studied, but require computationally intensive optimization for each image pair, often requiring tens of minutes to hours of compute time on a CPU. Recent, learning-based registration methods achieve fast runtimes by building on machine learning developments, but largely omit rigorous theoretical treatment of deformations and topology-preserving guarantees. In this work, we present an approach that builds on the strengths of both paradigms, and overcomes these shortcomings. We provide a rigorous connection between probabilistic generative models for deformations and learning algorithms based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We also demonstrate that the learning can be done end-to-end in an unsupervised fashion for this model. The resulting framework provides registration for a new image pair in under a second on a GPU, while maintaining guarantees developed for classical methods.
Our formulation casts registration as variational inference on a probabilistic generative model. This framework naturally results in an algorithm that leverages a collection of images to learn a global convolutional neural network with an intuitive cost function. Importantly, we introduce diffeomorphic integration layers combined with a spatial transform layer to enable unsupervised end-to-end learning for diffeomorphic registration. We demonstrate that our algorithm achieves state-of-the-art registration accuracy while providing diffeomorphic deformations and fast runtime, and can estimate of registration uncertainty. In our experiments we focus on the example of registering 3D MR brain scans, using a multi-study dataset of over 3,500 scans. However, the method is broadly applicable to many registration tasks. This paper extends a preliminary version of this work presented at the Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2018 conference [16] . We build on that work by providing theoretical extensions, new results, analysis, and discussion. We first expand the model, including a natural extension to anatomical surfaces. In our experiments, we add baselines, new experiments on registration of both images and surfaces, and provide an analysis of the effect of our diffeomorphic implementation on field regularity and runtime. We implement our method as part of the registration framework called VoxelMorph, which is available at http://voxelmorph.csail.mit.edu.
Related Works

Classical Registration Methods
Classical methods solve an optimization over the space of deformations [3, 5, 7, 10, 17, 25, 55, 58, 59] . Common representations are displacement vector fields, including elastic-type models [7, 19, 52] , free-form deformations with b-splines [51] , statistical parametric mapping [4] , Demons [48, 55] , and more recently discrete methods [17, 27, 25] .
Constraining the allowable transformations to diffeomorphisms ensures certain desirable properties, such as preservation of topology. Diffeomorphic transforms have seen extensive methodological development, yielding state-ofthe-art tools, such as Large Diffeomorphic Distance Metric Mapping (LDDMM) [10, 12, 13, 28, 33, 42, 47, 59] , DARTEL [3] , diffeomorphic Demons [56] , and symmetric normalization (SyN) [5] . In general, these tools demand substantial time and computational resources for a given image pair.
Some recent GPU-based iterative algorithms use these frameworks to develop faster algorithms by requiring a GPU to be available for each registration [44, 43] . Recent learning-based registration methods have demonstrated that they can provide good initializations to iterative GPU methods [9] to further improve runtime.
Learning-based Registration
Recent methods have proposed to train neural networks that map a pair of input images to an output deformation. Most earlier approaches demonstrated the feasibility of deep learning based registration, and required ground truth registration fields [11, 36, 49, 53, 57] . Such ground truth deformations are often derived via more conventional registration tools or simulations, sometimes limiting their applicability.
Building on the successful demonstration of these methods, several recent papers [8, 9, 21, 20, 38] explore unsupervised, or end-to-end, strategies. These methods employ a neural network that computes spatial transformation [32] to warp one image to another, enabling end-to-end training. These approaches use machine learning techniques to achieve efficient training and fast runtimes, but build on classical registration development, such as probabilistic models and diffeomorphic theory. In our work, we bridge these two paradigms to offer classical guarantees within a machine learning approach. We note the contemporaneous development of a method that uses a conditional VAE to learn diffeomorphic representations, whose focus is on learning anatomical embeddings [37] .
Recent methods proposed using segmentation-based cost functions, such as Dice [23] , to replace the image-based similarity term when segmentations are available during training for multi-modal registration, such as T2w MRI and 3D ultrasound, within the same subject [31, 30] . We extend this line of work by showing that our generative probabilistic model naturally describes the deformation of surfaces, therefore enabling the use of segmentations during training within a single cohesive framework. The extended model results in a combination of segmentation (surface) and image-based training losses.
Background: Diffeomorphic Registration
Although the method presented in this paper applies to a multitude of deformable representations, we choose to work with diffeomorphisms, and in particular with a stationary velocity field representation [3] . Diffeomorphic deformations are differentiable and invertible, and thus preserve topology. Let φ : R 3 → R 3 represent the deformation that maps the coordinates from one image to coordinates in another image. In our implementation, the deformation field is defined through the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):
where φ (0) = Id is the identity transformation and t is time. We integrate the stationary velocity field v over t = [0, 1] to obtain the final registration field φ (1) [46] .
While we implement and evaluate several numerical integration techniques, we find scaling and squaring to be most efficient, and we briefly review the technique here [2] . The integration of a stationary ODE represents a one-parameter subgroup of diffeomorphisms. In group theory, v is a member of the Lie algebra and is exponentiated to produce φ (1) , which is a member of the Lie group: φ (1) = exp(v). From the properties of one-parameter subgroups, for any scalars t and t , exp
T is chosen so that v/2 T is very small.
Methods
We let f and m be 3D images, such as MRI volumes, and let z be a latent variable that parametrizes a transformation function φ z :
We propose a generative model that describes the formation of f by warping m via m • φ z . We propose a variational inference approach that leverages a convolutional neural network with diffeomorphic integration and spatial transform layers. We learn The registration prior is defined by normal parameters µ z , and Σ z . In blue, the optional similar model structure is included for an anatomical surface, used purely for learning an improved posterior of registration.
network parameters in an unsupervised fashion, without access to ground truth registrations. We describe how the network yields fast diffeomorphic registration of a new image pair (f , m), in a probabilistic framework. We expand this treatment by including anatomical surface alignment, which enables training the network given (optional) anatomical segmentations.
Generative Model
We model the prior probability of the parametrization z as:
where N (·; µ, Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ. Our work applies to a wide range of representations z. For example, z could be a dense displacement field, or a low-dimensional embedding of the displacement field. In this paper, we let z be a stationary velocity field that specifies a diffeomorphism through the ODE (1). We let L = D − A be the Laplacian of a neighborhood graph defined on the voxel grid, where D is the graph degree matrix, and A is a voxel neighbourhood adjacency matrix. We encourage spatial smoothness of the velocity field z by setting Σ −1 z = Λ z = λL, where Λ z is a precision matrix and λ denotes a parameter controlling the scale of the velocity field z.
We let f be a noisy observation of warped image m:
where σ 2 I captures the variance of additive image noise. We aim to estimate the posterior registration probability p(z|f ; m). Using this, we can obtain the most likely registration field φ z for a new image pair (f , m) via MAP estimation, along with an estimate of velocity field variance at each voxel. Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of our model.
Learning
Given our assumptions, computing the posterior probability p(z|f ; m) is intractable. We use a variational approach, and introduce an approximate posterior probability q ψ (z|f ; m) parametrized by ψ. We minimize the KL divergence
which yields the negative of the variational lower bound of the model evidence [34] . We model the approximate posterior q ψ (z|f ; m) as a multivariate normal:
where we let Σ z|m,f be diagonal. To understand the effects of this assumption, we explore a non-diagonal covariance in a later section. The statistics µ z|m,f and the diagonal of Σ z|m,f can be interpreted as the voxel-wise mean and variance, respectively.
We estimate µ z|m,f , and Σ z|m,f using a convolutional neural network def ψ (f , m) parameterized by ψ, as described in the next section. We learn parameters ψ by optimizing the variational lower bound (4) using stochastic gradient methods. Specifically, for each image pair (f , m) and sample z k ∼ q ψ (z|f ; m), we compute m • φ z k , with the resulting loss (detailed derivation in supplementary material):
where K is the number of samples used to approximate the expectation. The first term encourages image f to be similar to the warped image m • φ z k . The second term encourages the posterior to be close to the prior p(z). Although the variational covariance Σ z|m,f is diagonal, the last term spatially smoothes the mean, which can be seen by expand-
where N (i) are the neighbors of voxel i. We treat σ 2 and λ as fixed hyper-parameters that we investigate in our experiments, and use K = 1.
Neural Network Framework
We design the network def ψ (f , m) that takes as input f and m and outputs µ z|m,f and Σ z|m,f , based on a 3D
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integration layer velocity field Figure 2 : Overview of end-to-end unsupervised architecture. The first part of the network, def ψ (m, f ) takes the input images and outputs the approximate posterior probability parameters representing the velocity field mean, µ z|m;f , and variance, Σ z|m;f . A velocity field z is sampled and transformed to a diffeomorphic deformation field φ z using novel differentiable squaring and scaling integration layers. Finally, a spatial transform warps m to obtain m • φ z . Figure 11 expands on this overview by including the optional surface-based loss.
UNet-style architecture [50] . The network includes a convolutional layer with 32 filters, four downsampling layers with 64 convolutional filters and a stride of two, and three upsampling convolutional layers with 64 filters. All convolutional layers use 3x3 kernels and LeakyReLu activations. We emphasize that the exact architecture is not a focus of this paper, and many architectural choices are appropriate.
To enable unsupervised learning of parameters ψ using (6), we must form m • φ z and compute the data term. We first implement a layer that samples a new z k ∼ N (µ z|m,f , Σ z|m,f ) using the "re-parameterization trick" [34] : z k = µ z|m,f + Σ z|m,f r, where r is a sample from the standard normal: r ∼ N (0, I).
Given z k , we need to compute φ z k = exp(z k ) as described in the introduction. We propose vector integration layers using scaling and squaring operations. Specifically, scaling and squaring operations involve compositions within the neural network architecture using a differentiable spatial transformation operation. Given two 3D vector fields a and b, for each voxel p this operation computes
in a, using linear interpolation.
In our experiments, we extensively analyze the effect of the step size T on the runtime of the network, the accuracy of the registration, and the regularity of the deformation. We also implement vector integration layers using quadrature and ODE solvers, and in the experiments show that these are significantly slower and can require significant memory.
Finally, we warp volume m according to the computed diffeomorphic field φ z k using a spatial transform layer.
In summary, the network takes as input images f and m, computes statistics µ z|m,f and Σ z|m,f , samples a new velocity field z k ∼ N (µ k , Σ k ), computes a diffeomorphic φ z k and warps m. Since all the steps are designed to be differentiable, we learn the network parameters using stochastic gradient descent-based methods. This network results in three outputs, µ z|m,f , Σ z|m,f and m • φ z k , which are used in the model loss (6) . The framework is summarized in Figure 2 .
Registration
Given learned parameters, we approximate registration of a new scan pair (f , m) using φẑ k . We first obtain the most likely velocity fieldẑ k usinĝ
by evaluating the neural network def ψ (f , m). We then compute φẑ k using the scaling and squaring based integration, altogether requiring less than a second on a GPU. We highlight that at test time, the diagonal covariance Σ z|m,f is not used, however it enables an estimation of the deformation uncertainty. Analysis of uncertainty is beyond the scope of this paper, and is an interesting avenue for future study.
Using a stationary velocity field representation, computing the inverse deformation field φ −1 z can be achieved by integrating the negative of the velocity field: [3, 45] . This enables the computation of both fields inside one efficient network when desired.
We implement our method as part of the VoxelMorph package [8] , available online at http://voxelmorph.csail.mit.edu, using neuron [18] and Keras [14] with a Tensorflow [1] backend. sd( ; ) Figure 3 : Left: an illustration of the surface distance function sd(x; s). Right: asymmetric surface behavior requires that we compute the surface distance in both directions. For example, computing v sd(a[n], b) will be considerably smaller than v sd(b[n], a) (recall that surface points are not directly corresponding.)
Surface-based Registration
In various instances, anatomical segmentation maps for specific structures of interest may also be available with some of the training images. Recent papers have demonstrated that the use of segmentations can help in registration [9, 30] . Here, we show that our proposed model naturally extends to handle surfaces, enabling the use of segmentations during training within the same principled framework.
We focus on the case where one anatomical structure is segmented in the image. Given a segmentation map where each voxel is assigned the desired anatomical label or background, we extract the anatomical surface and let s f represent the N surface coordinates of the anatomical structure for image f , which can be stored as an N × 3 matrix. Given the diffeomorphism φ z in the previous section, we model each surface location s f [n], as formed by displacing a matching surface location s m [n] according to φ z , and adding (spatial) displacement noise:
where the composition s m • φ z warps surface coordinates.
Given both images and segmentation maps during training, we extract surfaces of the desired structure and aim to estimate the posterior probability p(z|f , s f ; m, s m ). As before, we use a variational approximation. Since segmentation maps, and hence surfaces, are usually derived from images, we assume that images are sufficient to approximate the posterior: q(z|f , s f ; m, s m ) = q ψ (z|f ; m). As before, we minimize the KL divergence between the true and approximate posterior (derived in supplementary material):
and arrive at the loss function:
Compared to the original model loss (6), the additional third term encourages the deformation φ z k to warp the moving surface close to the fixed surface s f . As described in the generative model (8) , this requires corresponding surface points in s f and s m . However, these correspondences are not available in practice, as segmentations are provided independently for each image. Therefore, the third term cannot be computed directly.
We propose an approximation of the surface term using surface distance transforms. Let sd(x, s) be a surface distance function, which for location x returns the Euclidean distance to the closest surface point in s (Figure 3Left ). 1 Noting that for two surfaces a and b, n sd(a[n], b) = n sd(b[n], a) due to potential asymmetries in the surfaces (see Figure 3Right ), we approximate the distance s f − s m • φ z k 2 by computing sd(·, ·) in both directions:
We implement this function efficiently using distance transforms and 100, 000 points sampled along each structure, and take advantage of our diffeomorphic representation that enables computing the inverse φ −1 z efficiently within the network.
In summary, since to compute the posterior approximation q ψ (z|f ; m) the neural network takes as input only the images f and m, images alone are required at test time. Given a diffeomorphism φ z k , at training time the network uses both a warped image and a warped surface to evaluate the quality of the registration.
This model can also be used to register two surfaces when the images themselves are not available. The only modelling change required is removing the image likelihood terms and using the variational approximation q ψ (z|S f ; S m ), which uses the segmentation maps S m and S f as input. Surface-only registration is beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave it for future work.
The complete neural network framework, including the surface loss, is illustrated in supplemental Figure 11 . Table 1 : Summary of results: mean Dice scores over all anatomical structures and subjects (higher is better), mean runtime; and mean number of locations with a non-positive Jacobian of each registration field (lower is better). All methods have comparable Dice scores, while our method and the original VoxelMorph are orders of magnitude faster than ANTs or NiftiReg. Only our method, VoxelMorph-diff, achieves both high accuracy and fast runtime while also having nearly zero non-negative Jacobian locations. Each aspect of these results is studied in more details in the rest of the experiments and figures.
Non-diagonal Covariance
Approximating the velocity field covariance Σ z|m,f using a diagonal matrix is a strong assumption that ignores spatial smoothness. As seen in (6), the spatially-smooth prior p(z) encourages a smooth mean velocity field µ z|m,f , but samples z k ∼ N (µ z|m,f , Σ z|m,f ) might still be noisy.
To evaluate the effects of the diagonal covariance, we explore a second approximation
where G is a diagonal matrix returned by the neural network and C σc is a fixed smoothing convolution matrix. Specifically, for each row of C σc we create a flattened Gaussian smoothing kernel centered at a particular voxel, such that C σc w is equivalent to 3D convolution of image w by a gaussian filter with variance σ 2 c . We choose σ c such that the smoothing operation matches the scale of the prior p(z) determined by λ:
During training, sampling from the posterior is achieved using the reparametrization trick: z k = µ z|m,f + C σc Dr, where r is a sample from the standard normal. Intuitively, compared to the diagonal Σ z|m,f approximation, this sampling procedure smoothes the term Dr before adding the mean µ z|m,f .
In our experiments, we show that this approximation yields smoother velocity fields during training, and the effect diminishes with higher λ values. However, the resulting deformation fields are diffeomorphic and accurate for both approximations, demonstrating that the diagonal covariance approximation is sufficient when working with diffeomorphisms.
Experiments
We perform a series of experiments demonstrating that the proposed probabilistic image registration framework achieves accuracy and runtime comparable to state-of-theart methods while enabling diffeomorphic deformations. We also show the improvements enabled by the extended surface model, and analyze the effect of the various integration layers during test time.
We focus on atlas-based registration, a common task in population analysis. Specifically, we register each scan to an atlas computed using external data [24, 54] . Because we implement our algorithm as part of the VoxelMorph framework, we will refer to it as VoxelMorph-diff.
Experiment setup
Data and Preprocessing
We use a large-scale, multi-site dataset of 3731 T1weighted brain MRI scans from eight publicly available datasets: OASIS [39] , ABIDE [22] , ADHD200 [41] , MCIC [26] , PPMI [40] , HABS [15] , and Harvard GSP [29] . Acquisition details, subject age ranges and health conditions are different for each dataset. We performed standard pre-processing steps on all scans, including resampling to 1mm isotropic voxels, affine spatial normalization and brain extraction for each scan using FreeSurfer [24] . We crop the final images to 160 × 192 × 224. Segmentation maps including 29 anatomical structures, obtained using FreeSurfer for each scan, are used in evaluating registration results. Each image contains roughly ∼ 1.6 million brain voxels. We split the dataset into 3231, 250, and 250 volumes for train, validation, and test sets respectively, although we underscore that the training is unsupervised.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate a registration algorithm, we register each subject to an atlas, propagate the segmentation map using the resulting warp, and measure volume overlap using the Dice metric. For the surface experiments, we also employ the Euclidean surface distance, computed using the strategy described in (11) .
We also evaluate the diffeomorphic property, a focus of our work. Specifically, the Jacobian matrix J φ (p) = ∇φ(p) ∈ R 3×3 captures the local properties of φ around voxel p. The local deformation is diffeomorphic, both invertible and orientation-preserving, only at locations for which |J φ (p)| > 0, where | · | is the determinant operator [3] . We count all other (folding) voxels, where |J φ (p)| ≤ 0. 
Brain-Stem
Baseline Methods
We compare our approach with the popular ANTs software package using Symmetric Normalization (SyN) [6] , a top-performing algorithm [35] . We found that the default ANTs settings are sub-optimal for our task, and performed a wide parameter and similarity metric search across several datasets. We identified and use top performing parameter values for the Dice metric using: the cross-correlation (CC) loss function, SyN step size of 0.25, Gaussian smoothing of (9, 0.2) and three scales of 201 iterations. We also test the NiftyReg package, for which we use a multithreaded CPU implementation as a GPU implementation is not currently available. 2 We experimented with different parameter settings for improved behavior, and used the following setting: CC cost function, grid spacing of 5, and 500 iterations.
To compare with recent learning-based registration approaches, we also test our recent CNN-based method, Vox-elMorph, which produces state-of-the-art fast and accurate registration, but does not yield diffeomorphic results [8, 9] . We sweep the regularization parameter using our validation set, and use the optimal regularization parameter of 1 in our results. Table 1 provides a summary of the results on the heldout test set. Figure 5 and supplementary material Figure 12 show representative results. Figure 4 illustrates Dice results on several anatomical structures. For better visualization, we combine the same structures from the two hemispheres, such as the left and right hippocampus. Our algorithm, VoxelMorph-diff, achieve state-of-theart Dice results and runtimes, but produces diffeomorphic registration fields (nearly no folding voxels per scan) in a probabilistic framework.
Image Registration
All methods achieve comparable Dice results on each structure and overall. Learning-based methods require a fraction of the baseline runtimes to register two images: less than a second on a GPU, and less than a minute and a half on a CPU. Runtimes were computed for an NVIDIA TitanX GPU and a Intel Xeon (E5-2680) CPU, and exclude preprocessing common to all methods. .0], we find significant increases for observed surfaces when using the generative surface model.
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Our method outputs positive Jacobians at nearly all voxels, which we analyze in more detail in a later section. We find that for most scans, the deformation fields result in zero folding voxels, while very few volumes have a handful of grouped folding voxels, averaging out to less than a voxel per scan in our test set. In contrast, the deformation fields resulting from the baseline methods contain a few thousand locations of non-positive Jacobians for each scan (Table 1) , usually grouped in clusters. This may be alleviated with increased spatial regularization or more optimization iterations, but this in turn leads to a drop in performance on the Dice metric or even longer runtimes.
Image and Surface Registration
In this section, we evaluate the generative surface model. We demonstrate the use of anatomical segmentation alongside images during training, and refer to this model as VoxelMorph-Surf. We focus on the setting where one structure of interest is available during training, and learn separate networks for the left white matter, gray matter, ventricle, thalamus and hippocampus. Our goal is to analyze how the additional surface model terms affect the accuracy and regularity of resulting deformations. Figure 7 illustrates the behaviour of the model with respect to the hyper-parameter σ s on the validation set. For a range of σ s values, we find a significant improvement in terms of Dice for the desired structure. For very small values of σ s , the training becomes unstable leading to poor generalization. A very large σ s value leads to the model ignoring the surface term. Since the Dice scores are comparable in the range σ c ∈ [0.5, 2], for the rest of this section we use σ s = 2, which exhibits slightly fewer folding voxels (≤ 5 compared to ∼ 20 for σ c = 1). Figure 6 demonstrates the improvement on the test set in terms of Euclidean surface distance and Dice, compared to the image-only registration model VoxelMorph-diff. VoxelMorph-surf improves significantly in all measures for most desired structures. Additionally, Table 2 illustrates that with increased accuracy in both metrics, the number of folding voxels in the entire volume increases only very slightly (to an average 3.5 voxels per volume), which remains orders of magnitude fewer than the baseline methods (Table 1 ). Figure 13 in the supplementary material illustrates example results. In summary, the principled joint diffeomorphic model enables the use of surfaces during training which dramatically improves registration near a given structure while preserving desired deformation properties. For example, given hippocampus surfaces at training, registration using VoxelMorph-Surf improves Dice by ∼ 9 points over VoxelMorph-diff, improves maximum surface distance by more than three voxels, and preserving diffeomorphisms (less than three folding voxels per scan).
Analysis
Parameter Analysis
The two main hyper-parameters, smoothing precision λ and image noise σ 2 I , have physical meaning in our generative model. However, they share a single degree of freedom in the loss function. We set σ 2 I = 0.02, and vary the precision scale λ between 0.5 and 100. Figure 8 shows average Dice scores for 50 validation set scans for different parameter values, showing that the results vary smoothly over a large range, with reasonable behavior even near λ ∼ 0. We use λ = 20 in our experiments above.
Integration Steps
During training, we hold the number of scaling and squaring steps fixed. However, this number can be varied at test time, affecting aspects of the resulting deformation field. In this section, we analyze the effects of the number of steps on accuracy, runtime, field regularity and invertability. We perform this experiment using 50 validation subjects and the image registration network VoxelMorphdiff trained with T = 7 integration steps and regularization parameter λ = 20. The velocity field is computed every two voxels, but all of the conclusions in this section are likely to apply to many reasonable field spacings. Figure 9 summarizes the analysis results. The runtime increases modestly with the number of steps, and is overall significantly smaller than the cost of the rest of the network (i.e. the deformation network computation of the velocity field, and the spatial transform of the full moving image). After four scaling and squaring steps, the method achieved maximum Dice score. We observe a steep decline in the number of folding voxels (note the log-scale vertical axis), reaching less than five voxels after five scaling and squaring steps, compared to classical methods which can include thousands of such voxels (Table 1) . Finally, we measure the average displacement error after inverting the deformation fields: ∆u = |Id − φ • φ −1 |. We find that after five scaling and squaring steps, even the worst error is under a half voxel, indicating that five steps are sufficient to ensure invertible deformations.
In addition, we implemented the integration of the velocity field using Tensorflow ODE solvers and using standard quadrature, but found that these required significantly more runtime compared to the scaling and squaring strategy, consistent with literature findings. Specifically, while five scaling and squaring operations required 0.06 ± 0.01 seconds, equivalent quadrature integration required 64 operations (occupying prohibitive amounts of memory) and 0.53 ± 0.01 seconds, and ODE-solver based integration with default parameter required a single layer and 2.9 ± 0.1 seconds. At comparable integration settings such as these, all three methods achieve similar Dice scores of 0.75 ± 0.01. While these alternative methods require significant resources, all three implementations are available in our source code for experimentation. This analysis indicates that the proposed scaling and squaring network integration layer is efficient and accurate. Increasing the number of scaling and squaring layers incurs a negligible runtime cost while improving deformation field properties. We use T = 7 squaring steps in the test experiments above.
Velocity Sampling and Uncertainty
We also evaluate the modeling assumptions of the variational covariance Σ z|m,f . Figure 10 illustrates example samples of the velocity field z k and voxel-wise empirical variance for the two Σ z|m,f approximations: diagonal covariance and the extended approximation in Section 2.6 that smooths samples z k . For under-regularized networks (very low values for hyper-parameter λ), the latter approximation yields smoother velocity fields. However, given a higher hyper-parameter λ value, such as the one used in our experiments, the network learns smaller values for the diagonal Σ z|m,f approximation, and yields smooth samples z k with either method. Futhermore, despite the difference in smoothness of the velocity field samples z k , the integration operation leads to equally regular and accurate deformations φ z k for a given λ (Table 3) .
Therefore, although the diagonal covariance has the potential to add noise to velocity field samples, the loss function coupled with the integration operation lead to smooth and accurate deformation fields φ z at reasonable λ values. Diagonal covariances would likely have negative effects in a different deformation model, for example if z would be the displacement field itself. Figure 9 : The effect of different number of scaling and squaring steps on the registration accuracy, runtime, deformation regularity and invertability. We find that after five scaling and squaring steps, our model, VoxelMorph-diff, is able to produce state-of-the-art accuracy while having essentially no folding (note the log-scale vertical axis in the top-right graph). Similarly, it is able to produce invertible deformations, as seen by the measure of the displacement error ∆u = |I − φ • φ −1 |. The total runtime cost of the scaling and squaring operations is below the runtime of the rest of the networks, indicating that increasing the number of steps improves deformation properties for trivial runtime cost. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we build a principled connection between classical registration methods and recent learning-based approaches. We propose a probabilistic model for diffeomorphic image registration and derive a learning algorithm that leverages a convolutional neural network and unsupervised, end-to-end learning for fast runtime. Table 3 : Accuracy and deformation regularity for the different variational approximations and two dramatically different values for smoothing parameter λ. We find that for a given parameter value, the approximations lead to comparable accuracy and number of folding voxels.
diffeomorphic transforms, we integrate stationary velocity fields through novel scaling and squaring differentiable network operations, and provide implementation and analysis for other integration layers.
Although the simplifying diagonal approximation to the velocity covariance Σ z|m,f adds voxel-independent noise to every velocity field sample z k , the resulting deformation fields are well behaved because of our smoothing prior and diffeomorphic representation.
We also provide an anatomical surface deformation model. If image segmentations are available for a particular anatomical structure, the generative model incorporates them naturally in the same joint framework during training, while not requiring the surfaces at test time.
Our algorithm can infer the registration of new image pairs in under a second. Compared to traditional methods, our approach is significantly faster, and compared to recent learning based methods, our method offers diffeomorphic guarantees. We demonstrate that the surface extension to our model can help improve registration while preserving properties such as low runtime and diffeomorphisms.
Our focus in this framework has been to present the technical connection between classical and learning paradigms, and show that diffeomorphisms are attainable in a very low runtime. Immediate extensions can enable other models and applications. For example, our derivation is generalizable to other formulations: z can be a low dimensional embedding representation of a deformation field, or the displacement field itself. Similarly, the variational covariance Σ z|m,f enables an estimation of the uncertainty of the deformation field at each voxel, which can be informative in downstream tasks such as biomedical segmentation or population analysis. The model is also widely applicable to other applications, such as subject-to-subject registration, segmentation-only registration, or using multiple surfaces to improve image-based registration.
Overview figure with surface loss
Moving 3D Figure 11 : Overview of end-to-end unsupervised architecture building on Figure 2 . The first part of the network, def ψ (m, f ) takes the input images and outputs the approximate posterior probability parameters representing the velocity field mean, µ z|m;f , and variance, Σ z|m;f . A velocity field z is sampled and transformed to a diffeomorphic deformation field φ z using novel differentiable squaring and scaling layers. Finally, a spatial transform warps m to obtain m • φ z . The blue window illustrated the computation of optional surface registration loss. The surface points and distance transform are computed for the both the moving and fixed surfaces. The surface points are warped by the resulting deformation, and a distance is computed using distance transforms.
Additional Figures
moving atlas moved (ours) moved (ANTs) warp field warp field Figure 12 : Additional example MR slices of input moving image, atlas, and resulting warped image for our method (VoxelMorph-diff) and ANTs, with overlaid boundaries of ventricles, thalami and hippocampi. Each row is a different scan. Our resulting registration field is shown as a warped grid and RGB image, with each channel representing a dimension. We omit VoxelMorph and NiftyReg examples, which are visually similar to our results and ANTs. 
